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Introduction {#j_hukin-2015-0191_s_001}
============

Central control of proprioceptive reflexes such as the stretch reflex and intermuscular reflexes is usually associated with modulation of their sensitivity (gain) to changes in the position and velocity of body segments or as reflex gating -- phase-dependent inhibition and facilitation of reflex pathways to α-MNs, as is often observed during locomotion ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_009]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_035]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_039]). Reflex position- and velocity-dependent reactions contribute to stability of posture and together with intrinsic muscle properties comprise posture-stabilizing mechanisms. The concept of reflex gating implies that proprioceptive and cutaneous afferent feedback to motoneurons (MNs) may or may not be suppressed depending on the phase of motion. Gain modulation and reflex gating are mediated by spinal and descending systems via pre-, post-, mono- and poly-synaptic influences on α-MNs or indirectly, via γ-MNs ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_019]; Stein and Capaday, 1988; for recent review see [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_013]).

Experimental data starting from those obtained by [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_026] and [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_002] suggest that gain modulation and reflex gating might be an emergent property of a primary central process called the spatial control of muscle activation ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_037]). The general idea is that, in the intact system, central structures specify where, in a spatial domain or a frame of reference (FR), MNs can be activated without specific instructions of how they should be activated. MN activation emerges following the interaction of the homonymous muscle with external forces if afferent feedback indicates that the muscle works within the spatial FR predetermined by central inputs. Indeed, this notion conflicts with the conventional view that muscle activation is basically pre-determined by central pattern generators (CPGs). The notion of spatial control is well justified empirically and helps solve several problems in action and perception that remain unexplained in the conventional framework. In particular, the classical posture-movement problem of how intentional movement can be produced without evoking resistance of posture-stabilizing mechanisms ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_038]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_036]) is solved in the framework of spatial control ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_013]).

Spatial control of α-MNs has been described in several publications (e.g. [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_011], [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_013]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_037]). In brief, taken together, anatomical and neurophysiological data justify the following condition of muscle activation ([Figure 1](#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_001){ref-type="fig"}): if *x* is the current muscle length, then the muscle is active if $$x - \lambda^{*} > 0$$

where λ^\*^ is the dynamic threshold muscle length: $$\lambda^{*} = \lambda - \text{μv+}\varrho$$

which means that λ^\*^ decreases with stretch velocity (v \> 0 for muscle stretching and v \< 0 for shortening); \|j is the sensitivity of the threshold to velocity that possibly can be controlled by dynamic γ-MNs. Term Q is a combined measure of the influence of intermuscular interactions and the history-dependent intrinsic state of MNs (e.g., associated with plateau potentials). In the supra-threshold range, recruitment of motor units and active muscle force increase with the difference between the actual and threshold muscle lengths. Threshold λ^\*^ defines the range of muscle lengths in which active muscle force can be generated.

These formulas account for different ways by which muscles can be activated or de-activated. In particular, the threshold length (λ^\*^) can be considered as the threshold of the stretch reflex. This does not mean that this reflex is the only way of activating a muscle: the initially silent muscle can be activated centrally, by decreasing the activation threshold. The initially silent muscle can also be activated transiently, by brief rapid stretching, as occurs during the tendon jerk reflex. On the other hand, rapid transient shortening of an initially active muscle can elicit a silent period in its EMG activity. This phasic reaction, as well as the tendon jerk reflex, indicates that the activation threshold is velocity-dependent ([equation 2](#j_hukin-2015-0191_eq_002){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Responses to muscle stretches can be prevented by increasing the spatial threshold ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_037]). By increasing the threshold, the stretch reflex is not suppressed as such -- it remains fully functional, but at longer muscle lengths. Therefore, gating of reflexes should be considered as an emergent property of the motor control system caused by shifts in spatial thresholds, rather than by direct timing of reflexes by CPGs. Only when the threshold is shifted beyond the upper biomechanical limit of the range of muscle lengths will the muscle be relaxed within the entire biomechanical range. When the threshold lies beyond this upper limit, the muscle can only be activated by stretching at a high speed, as occurs during the tendon jerk reflex. The muscle can be activated at the biomechanically shortest length by setting the threshold below that length. Taken together, these properties imply that the normal range of the central regulation of the threshold length (λ- λ+) exceeds the biome-chanical range of the actual muscle length (*x*-, *x*+) ([Figure 1](#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_001){ref-type="fig"}). This principle may be violated after damage to the central nervous system, resulting in spasticity, weakness and movement incoordination (see below, [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_024]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_028]).

Some descending systems can shift the electrical threshold, V+, of α-MNs ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_010]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_017]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_022]). A testable prediction is that this might be an additional mechanism of central changes in the spatial threshold, λ. It is also possible that, compared to low-fatigable motor units, fast-fatigable motor units have greater dynamic sensitivity (μ). As a consequence, with increasing speed of a stretch of a muscle, these motor units can be recruited before low-fatigable motor units (recruitment reversal), a prediction that can also be tested.

Threshold position control is important for transferring balance and stability from one body posture to another, an integral part of practically all intentional (self-initiated) movement and isometric torque production. For example, locomotion can be defined as resulting from translation of body balance and stability in the environment. Reach-to-grasp, sit-to-stand movements, jumping and pushing the hand against a wall also require shifting body balance and stability from an initial to a final body posture ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_012]).

![Central control of spatial thresholds of proprioceptive reflexes and motor deficits resulting from limitations in the range of threshold control. The threshold muscle length (λ) corresponds to the joint angle (R) at which motoneurons begin to be recruited. Conditionally, flexor muscles lengthen and extensor muscles shorten with an increasing joint angle. A: Normally, the range (R-, R+) of threshold regulation exceeds the biomechanical range of the joint (θ-, θ+), thus enabling the system to relax or activate muscles at any angle within the biomechanical range. B: Following a brain lesion, the upper limit (R+) of threshold regulation (called Tonic Stretch Reflex Threshold or TSRT, see [Figure 5](#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_005){ref-type="fig"}) can fall within the biomechanical range, resulting in an inability to relax flexor muscles at joint angles exceeding R+. Clinically, this deficit in post-stroke subjects is identified as spasticity (spasticity zone). In the area below the upper limit (active control zone), the ability to change the muscle force and position via threshold regulation is preserved. Thus, impairment after a brain lesion (spasticity, weakness, disordered motor control) results from a deficit in the specification and regulation of TSRTs. This is a conceptual departure from consideration of each symptom as an individual impairment, unrelated to the others. In the zone between θ- and R+ =TSRT+, normal patterns ofmuscle activation are possible. Movements attempted in the zone between TSRT and θ+ are accompanied by spasticity and weakness as well as disordered muscle activation patterns.](j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_001){#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_001}

A physical principle formulated in the dynamic systems theory, as well as in thermodynamic theory of stability ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_001]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_016]), stipulates that the specific choice of body posture at which balance and stability can be achieved is not defined by forces, torques or other variables that describe the motor outcome, including EMG patterns related to muscle forces. The choice is defined by parameters that can be changed independently of those variables. The threshold position (λ) is an experimentally identified parameter underlying shifts in the equilibrium position of body segments, a justification of the equilibrium-point hypothesis ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_002]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_011]) extended to the theory of referent (threshold) control of action and perception ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_012]). It follows from this framework that, since motor commands (EMG patterns) are not responsible for shifts in the equilibrium position, their direct specification would be met with resistance of posture-stabilizing mechanisms. In other words, the notion of direct programming of motor commands is associated with the classical posture-movement problem ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_038]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_036]). In contrast, by shifting spatial muscle activation thresholds, the system transfers balance and stability to a new equilibrium point and motor output, including motor commands, emerges without any pre-programming following the natural tendency of the system to reach the new equilibrium, attractor point. Parametric control thus allows the nervous system to convert posture-stabilizing to movement producing mechanisms without any posture-movement problem.

Threshold control may underlie movement production, learning and generalization in healthy subjects. In addition, we show that deficits in threshold control account for problems in the control of posture and movement in patients with lesions in the central nervous system.

Normal threshold control of reflexes {#j_hukin-2015-0191_s_002}
====================================

Consider several comparatively simple examples of threshold control in healthy subjects. One of them is the attenuation of reflex responses to repeated stretching of pre-activated muscles ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_018]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_030]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_037]; Rothwell et al., 1986). In a recent study ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_037]), the forearm of healthy subjects was placed on a horizontal manipulandum. Elbow flexors or extensors compensated an external load and were stretched by 20° or 70° rotations. Participants were instructed not to intervene by intentionally modifying the muscle resistance elicited by stretching. In addition to phasic stretch reflexes (SRs), muscle stretching was associated with inhibitory periods (IPs) in the ongoing muscle activity starting at a minimal latency of 35 ms ([Figure 2](#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_002){ref-type="fig"}). The SR amplitude decreased dramatically across 5--12 trials and was not restored after a resting period of 3--5 min, despite the increase in stretch amplitude from 20 to 70°. Despite the attenuation of SR responses, inhibitory periods remained present. When SRs were suppressed, stretching of originally non-stretched, antagonist muscles initiated after the rest period showed immediate SR suppression while IPs remained present in the first and subsequent trials ([Figure 3](#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_003){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that adaptation to muscle stretching includes features characteristic of implicit learning such as memory consolidation and generalization.

Based on the notion of SR threshold control, these results can be explained in the following way. In the study by [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_037], muscles to be stretched were pre-activated to counteract the initial load. This can be achieved by setting λ below the muscle length at the initial elbow position *(x*-λ \>0; [Figure 4](#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_004){ref-type="fig"}). Anticipating muscle stretching, the system could prepare to increase and trigger these threshold shifts as soon as stretching started. Prepared at the level of spinal interneurons responsible, in particular, for pre-synaptic inhibition of MNs, the threshold shifts could be produced sufficiently early to attenuate phasic SR responses to muscle stretching. Produced rapidly, shifts in λ could overrun the ongoing muscle stretching, suppressing not only SR responses, but the ongoing EMG activity and thus eliciting an IP.

[Figure 4](#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_004){ref-type="fig"} shows three patterns of threshold shift timing. In pattern **a**, descending systems maintain the same value of λ and let the peripheral mechanisms generate phasic and tonic SR responses ([Figure 4B](#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_004){ref-type="fig"}). The latter as well as muscle resistance will monotonically increase until muscle stretching is ceased. In pattern **b**, descending systems accomplish a rapid and large monotonic increase in λ as soon as stretching starts, attenuating SR responses and suppressing the ongoing muscle activity during the entire stretch, thus producing an IP. Pattern **c** consists of several ramp-and-hold-like increases in λ, resulting in attenuation of phasic SR responses and several IPs. During each holding phase of λ, the stretched muscle reaches and exceeds the activation threshold and the muscle is reactivated. Multiple IPs, thus allow the system gradually, in several steps, to yield to the muscle stretching while minimizing muscle active resistance during and at the end of stretching. This qualitatively explains the occurrence of a single prolonged IP and multiple IPs with muscle activation between them in the study by [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_037]. The multi-step pattern of shifts in the activation thresholds could be applied simultaneously to MNs of both stretched and shortened muscles. This common pattern could be used to produce adaptive responses to the first and subsequent stretches of previously non-stretched muscles (generalization of learning).

![Stretch reflex attenuation. Reflex responses were attenuated after several trials of stretching extensors (A-C) or flexors (D-F). In C and F, SR responses were normalized with respect to the mean rectified EMG activity before the stretch onset; \*Significant difference: p \< 0.001 in C and p\< 0.002 in F. Calibration bars for EMG signals: 200 μV in A and 100 μV in D. Reproduced with permission from [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_037]. Copyright Springer.](j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_002){#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_002}

![Generalization of SR attenuation. A: example of flexor stretch reflex (SR) response (arrow) and the inhibitory period (IP) from one of the trials in which SRs were attenuated. B: after a 3 to 5 min rest period, originally non-stretched extensors began to be stretched. Extensor SR was immediately suppressed (arrow) without preliminary trials of stretching. C and D: a similar effect of flexor SR suppression was observed after previous suppression of extensor SRs. E and F: group data--- antagonist SRs were suppressed without preliminary attenuation if SRs of agonist muscles were suppressed during repeated stretches before a 3 to 5 min rest period. Calibration bars for EMG signals: 100μV (A and B) and 200 μV (C and D). Reproduced with permission from [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_037]. Copyright Springer.](j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_003){#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_003}

![Qualitative explanations of results in terms of threshold position control. A: 3 possible patterns (a--c) of central changes in the threshold muscle length (λ) in response to passive changes in muscle length (x) are shown. Pattern a: λ is constant, i.e., the control system tolerates the muscle stretch without intervening. Pattern b: the system continuously increases λ to make it overrun and remain ahead of x during the entire muscle stretch. Pattern c: in response to the stretch onset, the system triggers a set of discrete ramp-and-hold increases in λ, each time overrunning the muscle stretch B: dynamics of muscle activation during pattern a. Muscle activation is roughly proportional to the difference between x and λ^\*^ (vertical distance between upper and lower curves). Before the stretch onset, muscle activation is defined by distance e. Although λ remains constant, the dynamic threshold (λ\*) decreases with stretch velocity (i.e., deviates down from λ line). After the stretch onset, the shaded area below the A line represents the phasic, velocity-dependent SR component; the shaded area above the A line is the tonic, length-dependent SR component. After the end of stretching, the phasic component vanishes, but the tonic component (E) ofmuscle activation remains and substantially exceeds the initial, pre-stretch activation level (E \>\> e). C: during pattern b, the phasic component of the SR is suppressed and the muscle becomes deactivated, thus ceasing active muscle resistance during the entire muscle stretch. During pattern c, the phasic SR component and the ongoing muscle activation are also suppressed, producing an IP. During the holding phase of each λ ramp, the continuing stretching reaches threshold λ^\*^ and the muscle is reactivated, but generates much less activity (defined by the small shaded areas below curve x) than during pattern a, thus minimizing active resistance to the muscle stretch. After learning to generate pattern c, the system can use it, without further learning, to minimize resistance to stretching of preliminary non-stretched muscles (generalization of learning). Reproduced with permission from [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_037]. Copyright Springer.](j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_004){#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_004}

Note that, in shifting the spatial threshold, the system does not eliminate the SR as such -- it just resets ("re-addresses") it to a new range of positions at which the SR remains fully functional. This central strategy has been shown to underlie the control of posture, movement, isometric torque and motor learning. It also solves several classical problems in motor control ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_014]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_012]). For example, the corticospinal system was found to be directly involved in feed-forward setting and resetting of spatial thresholds in the control of the wrist position and movement ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_020]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_031]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_033]). Studies in animals suggest that all descending systems act on spinal mechanisms by setting spatial muscle activation thresholds and, as a consequence, specifying the position at which muscle active torque/length characteristics become effective ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_015]). Thus, regulation of SRs is explained in the context of threshold position control that also underlies control of posture and movement.

Control of movement after central nervous system lesions {#j_hukin-2015-0191_s_003}
========================================================

Central nervous system lesions cause disruptions in the ability of central structures to specify where, in a spatial domain or FR, MNs can be activated. This disruption leads to the appearance of several types of sensorimotor impairment in patients with neurological lesions including, but not limited to a stroke, traumatic brain lesions and cerebral palsy. Experimental data suggest that muscle weakness, spasticity and changes in muscle activation patterns during voluntary movement (e.g., diminished MN recruitment, changes in EMG/force relationships, lack of reciprocal activation, excessive coactivation, etc.) are all consequences of the same pathophysiology, illustrated by the model shown in [Figure 1B](#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_001){ref-type="fig"} -- a deficit in the specification and regulation of SR thresholds (SRTs) within the spatial domain.

Neurological lesions affect the function of damaged cortical neurons as well as the balance of excitatory and inhibitory intra- and inter-hemispheric connections and their descending tracts ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_005]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_008]). Together with altered central processing of afferent information, damage to descending pathways leads to deficits in the specification and regulation of SRTs of individual muscles. An important consideration is that the SRT is the initial angle at which MNs begin to be recruited according to their length/tension relationships so that below or at the SRT, the system is in the resting state (i.e., when there is no muscle activation and movement). The SRT, called the tonic stretch reflex threshold (TSRT), can be evaluated by taking into account the velocity-dependent nature of the SRT. It can be estimated from the relationship between the velocity of the stretch and the angle at which EMG of the stretched muscle begins to appear (velocity/angle relationship).

SRTs in single joint systems {#j_hukin-2015-0191_s_004}
============================

Spatial locations of TSRTs were located in elbow flexors and extensors in patients with arm hemiparesis after a stroke by producing a series of stretches of the muscle at different velocities while the subject was instructed to relax (at rest). In healthy individuals, even stretches at high velocities (\>300 °/s) may not evoke any reflex activity in passive elbow muscles. However, stretches at velocities as low as 8 °/s in patients with a stroke could evoke a stretch response in the muscle. A robust finding is that the angular threshold at which the stretch response occurs decreases with the speed of the stretch (e.g., faster stretches evoke a stretch reflex at a shorter muscle length).

This velocity-dependent threshold is termed the "dynamic stretch reflex threshold' or DSRT to distinguish it from the TSRT. Indeed, at zero-velocity DSRT coincides with TSRT. By performing a series of stretches at different velocities, the velocity/angle relationships of the stretch reflex responses in a series of patients with hemiplegia was characterized ([Figure 5](#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_005){ref-type="fig"}; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_021]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_024]). It was found that at rest, the TSRT of spastic muscles lay abnormally within the joint range, suggesting that the damaged nervous system could not regulate the TSRT beyond the biomechanical range as in healthy subjects, in order for muscle relaxation to occur. Clinically, the deficit in TSRT regulation leads to the appearance of spasticity when the muscle is stretched passively by an examiner or actively by voluntary contraction of the antagonist. The spasticity has a spatial characteristic. It is present at all muscle lengths or joint ranges beyond the TSRT value, an angular zone called the 'spasticity zone' ([Figure 1B](#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_001){ref-type="fig"}).

TSRTs were measured in agonist and antagonist muscles of the elbow in patients with post-stroke hemiparesis. Each patient showed a unique pattern of locations of flexor and extensor TSRTs that was roughly related to the severity of their clinical impairment ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_024]). It was found that when the TSRT values in antagonist muscles did not overlap, the angular zone between them was characterized by the ability of the patient to activate flexor and extensor muscles with normal EMG patterns. Thus, when elbow flexion was initiated in a joint range between the two thresholds, muscle activation was reciprocal, as typically seen in healthy individuals. However, if the TSRT of either the flexor or extensor was surpassed during the movement, the rest of the movement would be characterized by abnormal muscle coactivation.

![Experimentally determined relationship between velocity of the stretch and the stretch reflex threshold in elbow flexors in one patient with a stroke (A) and a healthy subject (B). Thresholds were determined as the velocity and angle corresponding to the onset of EMG activity in the biceps brachii during the stretch of the muscle when the subject was at rest. Velocity-dependent velocity/angle thresholds (black dots) varied with the speed of the stretch with slower stretches (lower lines) resulting in EMG activation occurring at higher joint angles than faster stretches (top curved lines). In the healthy individual, no stretch responses were evoked at slower velocities. Locations of the TSRT+ within (A) or beyond (B) the angular range of the joint were identified by extrapolation of a linear regression line through all the velocity-dependent thresholds to zero velocity.](j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_005){#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_005}

![Experimental design to identify referent hand positions. A: The subject sat in front of a computer screen with the trunk supported and the right arm attached to the handle of a double-joint manipulandum controlled by two torque motors. They were instructed to match the force of the motors by pushing the handle to the left (165°) or pulling it to the right (0°). For both initial conditions, 3 directions of the final force: 0°, 20° and -20° with respect to the direction of the initial force were used B. Examples of mean trajectories for each of the 12 unloading conditions for the push (left panels) and pull (right panels) directions in a healthy subject (top) and in participants with mild to moderate (middle) and severe (bottom) arm motor impairment. C. Referent arm configurations in elbow vs shoulder angle coordinates for the push (squares) and pull (circles) directions for healthy subjects (open symbols) and participants with a stroke (filled symbols). The 95% confidence ellipse for each group of points is indicated. Data are shown in reference to the initial configuration of the arm (open hexagons, Q). Figure shows that the range of regulation of R for each direction was restricted in patients with a stroke. Adapted with permission from [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_027].](j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_006){#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_006}

SRTs in multi-joint systems {#j_hukin-2015-0191_s_005}
===========================

Using a similar methodology for estimating TSRTs in single joints, the SRT concept was generalized to the multi-joint case for movements of the double-joint arm in patients with a stroke ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_029]). EMG activity from 4 elbow and 2 shoulder muscles was recorded. Muscles of interest spanned one (brachioradialis, anconeus, anterior deltoid, posterior deltoid) or two joints (biceps brachii, triceps brachii). Activity was evoked by applying a quasi-static (\<5°/s) stretch of elbow flexors/extensors and during slow voluntary elbow flexion/extension movement through full range. Stretches and active movements were initiated from full elbow flexion or extension. To determine the influence of the shoulder position on elbow muscle responses, the shoulder was placed in 3 different initial positions (60°, 90°, 145° horizontal abduction) that resulted in changes in the initial lengths of muscles spanning both one or both joints. TSRT angles obtained by a passive muscle stretch were compared with those at which the respective muscles became active during slow voluntary elbow movements. The angular locations of TSRTs of elbow flexors and extensors varied with changes in the shoulder angle in all subjects with hemiparesis, but could not be identified in healthy subjects when muscles were relaxed. Similarly to the results of TSRT testing in the single, elbow joint, the limitations in TSRT regulation in the shoulder-elbow system resulted in a subdivision of possible shoulder-elbow arm configurations into two spatial areas, one in which spasticity was present (spasticity zone) and another in which it was absent (active control zone). Spatial spasticity zones differed for various muscles in different patients but, taken together, the zones occupied a large part of the double-joint space in each patient. These results suggest that the shape of the boundary between the spasticity and active control zones depended on reflex inter-joint and inter-muscular interactions. In patients with neurological deficits, attempts to make functional arm movements are likely limited when the gesture requires that a particular joint or joint combination reaches and goes outside the borders of their active control zones.

As suggested above, multi-joint movements result from the specification of a referent configuration of the body, a centrally specified body posture at which multiple muscles of the body reach their SRTs, or in the presence of agonist--antagonist coactivation, a body posture at which active muscle torques at all body segments reach minimal values ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_012], [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_013]). The activity of muscles and forces required for movements emerge according to the difference between the actual and referent body configurations. We tested this notion in patients with a stroke who had sustained a lesion in one hemisphere of the brain. We identified the referent arm configuration of the arm during a task in which the subject had to bring the arm to the target position (voluntary action) and to maintain the position during sudden unloading (involuntary responses), in healthy individuals and in patients with stroke related hemiparesis ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_027]). With the right arm secured to a double-joint manipulandum, subjects held their arm in an initial configuration by matching a force applied to their hand via a handle that was equivalent to 30% of their maximal voluntary force in that position. The external force pulled the hand to the left (165°) or pushed it to the right (0°). Then, the load was unexpectedly partially or completely removed. For both the initial conditions, 3 directions of the final force (0°, +20° and -20°) with respect to the direction of the initial force were used. Subjects were instructed not to intervene when the load was changed, but to let their arm move naturally and come to rest in a new final position. Partial removal of the load resulted in distinct final hand positions associated with unique shoulder-elbow configurations and joint torques for both groups of subjects. The net static torque at each joint before and after unloading was represented as a function of the two joint angles describing a planar surface or invariant characteristic in 3D torque / angle coordinates. For each initial condition, the referent arm configuration was identified as the combination of elbow and shoulder angles at which the net torques at the two joints were zero. These configurations differed for different initial conditions. The identification of the referent configuration was possible for all healthy participants and for most individuals with hemiparesis suggesting that they preserved the ability to adapt their central commands -- the referent arm configurations -- to accommodate changes in external load conditions. Although the basic response patterns were preserved in the patient group, they had a more restricted range of hand trajectories following unloading ([Figure 6](#j_hukin-2015-0191_fig_006){ref-type="fig"}), increased instability around the final endpoint position, altered patterns of elbow and shoulder muscle coactivation and differences in the dispersion of referent configurations in elbow-shoulder joint space compared to healthy individuals. These results suggest that problems in the specification of the referent configuration may be responsible for the inability of some individuals with a stroke to produce coordinated multi-joint movements. The present work adds three findings to the motor control literature concerning the consequences of the stroke -- non-significant torque / angle regression in some subjects, narrower range of final arm configurations and instability around the final position.

Association with clinical measurement of spasticity {#j_hukin-2015-0191_s_005_001}
---------------------------------------------------

Abnormally regulated TSRTs have been described in the elbow and ankle in adults and children with spasticity ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_003]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_021]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_024]). Current measures of spasticity are not based on the physiological definition of the disorder and have shown low test-retest reliability. Indeed, the current 'gold standard' clinical spasticity measure (modified Ashworth scale, [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_004]) subjectively quantifies the amount of resistance of a muscle to a passive stretch and does not take into account the velocity-dependence of the response. Thus, it lacks construct validity. The SRT measure, in contrast, is based on the physiological definition of spasticity and a model of disordered motor control ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_023]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_025]). The concept of threshold control was integrated in the report of a consensus panel of experts on hypertonic disorders in children and published in Pediatrics in 2003 ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_034]). The measure can be used to diagnose not only where in the angular range of the joint spasticity occurs, but also the presence of abnormal muscle activation patterns during voluntary movement ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_024]). Studies have demonstrated that it has good inter-rater and test-retest reliability for elbow and ankle spasticity in patients with a stroke and cerebral palsy ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_003]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_007]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_006]; [@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_021]) and that it distinguishes between spasticity due to a stroke and rigidity in patients with Parkinson Disease ([@j_hukin-2015-0191_ref_028]).

*Clinical relevance*: The studies in single-and double-joint arm systems performed at rest and during voluntary efforts are based on the unified theory of disordered motor control within the referent configuration theory. Our findings to date suggest that the TSRT is a valid and reliable measure of disordered motor control and spasticity. Future research will focus on determining the responsiveness of the measure to change due to pharmacological and physical treatment interventions and its relationship with neurological recovery.
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